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Place names in addresses

• Since 2009 the Land Board has checked the
spellings of place names in addresses

• In 2012 an online handbook was compiled to help
local governments in verifying their toponyms

Some general requirements on cadastral names:• Some general requirements on cadastral names:

– no numbers, no added abbreviations

– general spelling rules should be applied regarding
capital letters, writing as one word, etc.

– old spellings of names should be transformed to new
spellings



Old and new orthography of Estonian

• The old orthography was used mainly until the
1870’s (transition lasted almost till the end of the
19th c.)

• The main difference between the old (“German”) 
and new (“Finnish”) ortography is the marking ofand new (“Finnish”) ortography is the marking of
the length of sounds:

– Old orthography New orthography

– koli kooli

– kolli koli

– kolli kolli



Cadastral names and old spelling

• Names of farmsteads were mostly fixed by the
beginning of the 19th c. (earlier names were
often considered as personal names)

• Manor owners started to sell farms to peasants in
the 2nd half of the 19th c.the 2nd half of the 19th c.

• Many owners still have their original buying
contracts

• At the time of selling there was a transition to the
new orthography, therefore only part of the
names were fixed in the new orthography



Later corrections of cadastral names

• Cadastral names, but not all, were later gradually
corrected to the new orthography, esp. in the
1930’s

• During the Soviet time cadastral names ceased to
exist but names of farmsteads were used in localexist but names of farmsteads were used in local
documentation regarding habitation

• When lands and farms were returned to former
owners or their descendants in the 1990’s, 
spellings were mostly taken from the lists of the
1930’s



Big numbers’ lie

• Eesti Päevaleht daily, following a complaint by
one owner, published on 21 August an article
entitled “About 30,000 place names need to

be changed in Estonia” (accompanied by one
subtitle “Not enough names have yet beensubtitle “Not enough names have yet been
changed”)

– ‘owner’s opinion is not respected’

– ‘names are Estonianized’

– ‘names are forcibly changed’





30,000 names

• This number corresponds to ca. 5 % of all 
cadastral units in Estonia

• 90 % of the corrections are mainly of technical
character that do not affect local peoplecharacter that do not affect local people
(cadastral units of technical facilities, such as
electricity transmission stations, mobile masts, 
lands under roads, etc.)

• Half of the corrections have already been
done, without much problems



Public mobilization against

• Reactions to the ‘30,000 names’ were 

published by most newspapers, ministers 

issued statements, and the President 

intervened, warning against ‘destroying our intervened, warning against ‘destroying our 

heritage and cultural diversity’; the Prime 

Minister commented on it during the press 

conference, etc.



Ideas expressed

• Handling place names has been given to officials

• Instead of changing 30,000 names let us
discharge 30,000 officials

• Hands off our place names!

• No to the levelling of our place names, the loss of• No to the levelling of our place names, the loss of
dialectal or non-Estonian place names

• Language specialists (‘language gaffers, names
inquisitors, feldmarshals’) are destroying our
heritage

• Sack the names commission!

























Comments

• The number 30,000 blinded most of the 

commentators to rational arguments

• Comments expressed basic mistrust to 

officials who ‘do not have better things to do’officials who ‘do not have better things to do’

• Blamed were also language planners who 

‘invent new rules and then change the names’

• All misdeeds of the past were attributed onto 

the initiators of this correction



Some conclusions

• More information needs to be given to the
public

– sensation-oriented media used distorted data

• Although the power to establish names lies• Although the power to establish names lies
with the local governments, owners should
have a more decisive say when names are 
established

• Each name case should be handled
individually and with care



Look on the bright side

• There probably has never been such a public 

interest to place name matters than during 

this debate

• The topic attracted more students than usual • The topic attracted more students than usual 

to the course of onomastic planning

• People feel really attached to their place 

names and react painfully when they see any 

violation of that integrity


